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	KettlebellsKETTLEBELL Single piece cast iron construction for improved durability and finish Wide handle allows for a secure two handed grip Flat base provides stability and prevents roll Weight range 4kg – 50kg. PRODUCTS DETAILS PRODUCT DETAILS An effective means of improving strength gains, full-body conditioning, agility and balance, the Cast Iron Kettlebells from the Reebok Functional range are available in weights ranging from 4kg up to 50kg, making them ideal for progressive functional training and increasing body strength. Though kettlebells appear the same on the exterior, the material they are constructed with makes all the difference for performance training. Cast iron kettlebells with a wide handle allow for a more comfortable grip for both one and two handed exercises such as the one-hand snatch or kettlebell swing. Durability, style and finish are important attributes important too; the high-quality Reebok Functional Kettlebell has a great feel, solid to hold and looks the part when lined up on the kettlebell rack. Plus, the flat base of the kettlebell provides stability and prevents roll when you’re in between exercises. With ample space between the top of the ball and the handle, the Reebok Kettlebell can be well””controlled for aerobic and anaerobic movements.
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	Pin/Plate Load
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	Intenza Cable Stations And MachineA space—efficient solution designed to meet the diverse training needs of a wide range of exercisers. The Cable Station Line includes a series of cable—based strength training equipment that delivers maximum training versatility to maximize floor space utilization. INTENZA PORTFOLIO STRENGTH LINE
	Intenza Plate LoadedPrecision—engineered for unparalleled biomechanics, ergonomics, and durability, the Plate Loaded Uplift Line is the ultimate choice for high—performance strength training. It’s non—intimidating design creates an uplifting workout atmosphere that caters to the needs of serious athletes and novices alike. PREVIOUS | NEXT INTENZA PORTFOLIO STRENGTH LINE
	Intenza Benches And RacksSimple yet essential pieces for any strength training environment. An assortment of weight benches provide a solid foundation for performing body weight and freeweight exercises, supporting training versatility. Storage racks efficiently store various free—weight equipment and provide easy access for exercisers during training. PREVIOUS | INTENZA PORTFOLIO STRENGTH LINE
	Bodytone – Forza BoldForza Bold is the equipment you want to have for your training. Equipped with a 10″ high-resolution touchscreen, it monitors your workout and syncs your workout stats to the MyBodytone app. Quick and easy login to your account with the NFC sensor.
	Bodytone Pulleys
	Dual MachinesThe Bodytone’s strength machines serie Compact was thought for the small and medium gym, being a machine serie ready to equip your gym at a low cost, without decreasing the quality of your equipment. The Vanguard Serie has all necessary models for the full body training: pectoral muscles, back, shoulders and legs. Technical information Vanguard TRANSMISSION: 6 mm thick Steel cable PVC covered of 900 kg of looser resistance. GUIDES: Solid steel and double hardened chrome FRAME: High resistant Steel tube (3 mm thick) laser cut for more precision and welded by robotized process. PADDING: High density Leather simile, perspiration resistant, antibacterial and antiallergenic with double padding in models with intensive use surfaces. PANTING PROCESS: 3 layers of paint. Steel pickling and stabilized by immersion of the parts in different degreasing solutions to ensure a perfect and complete cleaning of the base material. Antioxidant primer to ensure adequate isolation of internal oxidation and good paint adhesion. 2 final coats of epoxy polyester powder paint, dried at 240ºC DESIGNING PROCESS: Ergonomic and biomechanical study under our associated Professional’s supervision and by professional athletes. After a long design process; from the drawing of the sketch, engineering research, prototypes making, and tested by…
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	Reebok MatsReebok Mats, Yoga mats , Pilates Mats, functional training Mats Exercise mats, Fitness Mats Whether you are an experienced yogi or a circuit training fan; there is an exercise mat out there for you. Though an incredibly versatile accessory, not every mat is suitable for every type of exercise. This exercise mat buying guide will give you an overview of the different types of mats out there, and hopefully guide you towards your ideal mat. Reebok Elite Yoga Mat Investing in a quality yoga mat is making a commitment to your practice; investing in a quality yoga mat of eco-friendly construction is a commitment to the environment. The 5mm thick premium Reebok Elite Yoga mat is both a practical and stylish option to support you in all Yoga poses with great comfort. the Elite Yoga Mat yields to pressure and withstands regular use. With two eyelets, the mat can be neatly stored on a Reebok Yoga Mat (sold separately), ready for the next class. Dimensions: 183 x 61 x 0.5cm Highly durable for regular use in studio classes Provides a firm but comfortable foundation between you and the floor Two integrated eyelets for easy storage on Reebok Mat Rack (sold…
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	Gym Storage
	Gym  StorageGym Rax begins with a single bay and end wherever you need them to. Ideal for group studios, functional training areas, flexibility zones, or anywhere you require premium modular fitness equipment storage. Only Gym Rax adjustable storage technology allows for the inter-changeability of shelving within every Bay- no tools required! Configure systems any way you like and change over time in alignment with your programing requirements. Our patented Freedom® Mount anchoring system safely suspends all of today’s dynamic exercise tools on your bridge or bay configurations. The articulating shackle system creates a non-binding and quick interchangeable connection for equipment of all types including suspension straps, punching bags, aerial hammocks and rope trainers. FREE ANCHOR™ SYSTEM GYM RAX has developed the worlds smallest free standing rigging footprint for functional training – the Free Anchor. Designed to alleviate permanent fastening challenges and constraints, Free Anchor eliminates the costly scanning and installation requirement of concreate bolting and preserves the future portability of your Gym Rax rigging.
	Gym  Bridge



	Gym80
	Gym80 Unique itemsMake your gym standout from the others with the Gym80 Unique items
	Gym80 Standard SeriesSTANDARD The gym80 patented oval tube is legendary. Often copied, but never equalled. The gym80 STANDARD series has everything you need to equip your strength training area with the basics. We have a wide selection of guided weight stack machines for all muscle groups and for every application, developed with a keen eye on quality, functionality, safety and training comfort. This series is ideal for everyone from beginners and more advanced users to professionals and impresses with its perfect biomechanics, optimised resistance curves, custom-adjustability and highest-quality materials. The gym80 STANDARD training experience guarantees the best possible training results!
	Gym 80 Pure Kraft
	GYM80 Pure Kraft StrongBesides the well-known benefits of the PURE KRAFT line, PURE KRAFT STRONG is equipped with a unique and patented mechanism; the Load Drop mechanism! This technical revolution allows training with drop sets as well as sets with different inertia (acceleration of the load). The user doesn‘t need to change position, and also doesn‘t need help from a training partner. There is no training break, so that the maximum training effect can be achieved. FUNCTION By activating the release mechanism, the training weight moves in the direction of the rotation axis. The user does not have to leave his position. The weight change of about 30% takes only a few seconds and allows training until muscle failure. If the weight is positioned closer to the rotation axis from the beginning, sets with higher load at lower inertia or even explosive repetitions to optimize the explosive strength can be done. Depending on the machine model, the machines have an adjustable backrest, an adjustable seat and adjustable shoulder and leg pads in order to be able to always assume an optimal training position. Extra long and thick grips allow an optimal pressure, perfect angles and reduce stress on the wrists. The entry aids…
	80Athletics Rigs80ATHLETICS is made in Germany from high-quality steel and raises the market standards by a 80 mm square tube of 4 mm thickness. The extremely robust hardware ensures unattainable longevity and remains uncompromisingly strong over the years!
	80Athletics Racks and Benches80ATHLETICS is made in Germany from high-quality steel and raises the market standards by a 80 mm square tube of 4 mm thickness. The extremely robust hardware ensures unattainable longevity and remains uncompromisingly strong over the years!
	80Athletics Accessories80ATHLETICS is made in Germany from high-quality steel and raises the market standards by a 80 mm square tube of 4 mm thickness. The extremely robust hardware ensures unattainable longevity and remains uncompromisingly strong over the years!
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	We're not around right now. But you can send us an email and we'll get back to you, asap.
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Contact Info

			Devine Fitness Equipment
	U4 74 Quarantine Rd Nelson
	+64 3 5394500
	info@dfequipment.co.nz
	www.devinefitnessequipment.co.nz
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